Instrumented treadmills offer significant advantages for analysis of human locomotion, including recording consecutive steady-state gait cycles, precisely controlling walking speed, and avoiding force plate targeting. However, some studies of hemiparetic walking on a treadmill have suggested that the moving treadmill belt may fundamentally alter propulsion mechanics. Any differences in propulsion mechanics during treadmill walking would be problematic since recent studies assessing propulsion have provided fundamental insight into hemiparetic walking. The purpose of this study was to test the hypothesis that there would be no difference in the generation of anterior/posterior (A/P) propulsion by performing a carefully controlled comparison of the A/P ground reaction forces (GRFs) and impulses in healthy adults during treadmill and overground walking. Gait data were collected from eight subjects walking overground and on a treadmill with speed and cadence controlled. Peak negative and positive horizontal GRFs in early and late stance, respectively, were reduced by less than 5% of body weight (po0.05) during treadmill walking compared to overground walking. The magnitude of the braking impulse was similarly lower (po0.05) during treadmill walking, but no significant difference was found between propulsion impulses. While there were some subtle differences in A/P GRFs between overground and treadmill walking, these results suggest there is no fundamental difference in propulsion mechanics. We conclude that treadmill walking can be used to investigate propulsion generation in healthy and by implication clinical populations. r
Introduction
Instrumented treadmills are becoming more common to study human locomotion (e.g., Gottschall and Kram, 2005; Masani et al., 2002) and offer significant advantages for measuring ground reaction forces (GRFs). The advantages of an instrumented treadmill include recording consecutive steady-state gait cycles, precisely controlling walking speed, and avoiding force plate targeting. In contrast, conventional overground data collection consists of averaging non-consecutive steps, often with incomplete bilateral data (i.e., contralateral foot is not always on the force plate when collecting ipsilateral GRFs). Additionally, overground data collection difficulties are exacerbated in clinical populations prone to fatigue (e.g., persons with post-stroke hemiparesis). Although treadmill walking may overcome these limitations, potential confounds exist if subjects do not walk the same as they do overground (e.g., Alton et al., 1998; Boda et al., 1994; Murray et al., 1985; Strathy et al., 1983) .
Recent studies by our group have established the utility of quantifying propulsion (i.e., anterior-posterior (A/P) GRFs) during walking in persons with post-stroke hemiparesis (Balasubramanian et al., 2007; Bowden et al., 2006; Turns et al., 2007) , but few studies have examined differences in the propulsive GRFs (Riley et al., 2007) . The A/P GRF and corresponding impulses reflect the neuromuscular contributions to forward propulsion, and therefore understanding the similarities in braking and propulsion produced in each walking mode will provide insight into treadmill walking mechanics. There are assertions in the hemiparetic walking literature related to the moving treadmill belt, such as treadmill walking ''provides a support surface that pulls the stance limb backward'' (Harris-Love et al., 2004) or ''the constant speed of the belt dictates the rate at which hip extension occurs on the treadmill'' (Bayat et al., 2005) , which if proven true would imply fundamentally different propulsion characteristics in the two modes. Any differences in propulsion mechanics may cause the observed kinematic differences between treadmill and overground walking (i.e., increased cadence, decreased hip range-of-motion and decreased step length) (Alton et al., 1998; Murray et al., 1985; Strathy et al., 1983) . While our ultimate goal is to validate instrumented treadmill use for collecting A/P GRFs to study propulsion generation in hemiparetic walking, the specific purpose of this study was to test the hypothesis that there would be no difference in the generation of A/P GRFs and impulses in healthy adults during treadmill and overground walking. We tested healthy subjects since differences between walking modes in hemiparetic subjects (e.g., Bayat et al., 2005; Harris-Love et al., 2004) may cause a confound unrelated to propulsion mechanics. Quantifying any propulsion differences would provide important insight into potential limitations of treadmill use for gait analysis in rehabilitation research in general, and hemiparetic walking in particular.
Methods

Subjects
Eight healthy subjects (2 male, 6 female; age: 30.679.9 yr) provided informed consent prior to data collection in this study approved by the institutional review boards of the University of Texas at Austin and University of Florida.
Instrumentation
An instrumented split belt treadmill (Tecmachine, Andre´zieux-Bouthe´on, France) with the treadmill surface even with the laboratory floor was used to record GRFs for both the treadmill and overground (i.e., the belt-speed was set at zero) walking trials. The treadmill was placed in the center of a 12-camera motion capture (Vicon Motions Systems Ltd, Oxford, UK) viewing volume. The treadmill consisted of two side-by-side belt surfaces with sensors that independently measured the 3D forces and moments applied by each foot at 2000 Hz. Reflective markers were placed on each heel and the sacrum, and their 3D positions were recorded at 100 Hz.
Procedures
Subjects first walked overground at their self-selected speed for ten trials. Data for each trial included the steps immediately previous to and following contact with the belt surface acting as a force plate. The large belt surface allowed recording of at least one stance phase and avoided force plate targeting. The leg (right or left) that made a good force plate contact during the initial trial was then selected (target leg) and used for all subsequent trials of that subject (so that subjects could keep speed consistent by starting in the same position in each trial). Gait cycles were defined from ground contact to ground contact of the same leg, with the GRF record determining most contacts. Markers placed on the heel were used to calculate ground contact when the foot did not contact the force plate. For the gait cycle associated with each complete stance phase on the force plate, we calculated velocity from the average velocity of the sacrum marker and cadence from the inverse of the stride time. The mean and standard deviation of the velocity were calculated for each combination of five strides, with the mean of the five trials with the lowest standard deviation used as the treadmill speed. The overground cadence was then calculated from the same trials, and a metronome was used to control the cadence for the treadmill trials. Three walking trials were conducted on the treadmill, each lasting 30 s, which resulted in 16-20 gait cycles per trial, depending on individual stride length. The five strides whose mean walking speed most closely matched the overground mean were then selected for analysis between conditions. This allowed us to carefully match speed and cadence between conditions, since A/P GRFs are extremely sensitive to these variables.
Data analysis
The GRF data were low-pass filtered at 20 Hz using a fourth order Butterworth filter. The peak braking and propulsive GRFs and the total braking and propulsive impulses (i.e., time integral of the negative and positive A/P GRF, respectively) associated with each of the five strides were calculated and averaged for each subject and condition. The Shapiro-Wilk test was used to test the null hypothesis that the data were normally distributed. Since this null hypothesis was not rejected, a twosided paired t-test was used to identify differences between conditions (po0.05).
Results
There were subtle, but significant, differences observed in the peak GRFs between treadmill and overground walking, even though no significant differences were found in walking speed (1.5770.15 vs. 1.5670.19 m/s, p ¼ 0.83) or cadence (117.478.3 vs. 117.177 .4 step/min, p ¼ 0.75) between conditions. The peak negative and positive horizontal GRFs in early and late stance, respectively (Fig. 1) , were reduced by less than 5% BW during treadmill walking compared to overground walking (Table 1 ). The magnitude of the braking impulse was also slightly less during treadmill walking, but there was no significant difference between the propulsion impulses ( Table 2 ).
Discussion
While there are subtle statistically significant differences between the A/P GRFs in overground and treadmill walking (reduced peak braking and propulsive A/P GRFs in early and late stance, respectively, and total braking impulse), the total propulsive impulse was found to be unchanged between the two modes. In this study, we carefully controlled velocity and cadence while measuring overground and treadmill GRFs on the same surface. The similarity of the propulsive A/P GRFs under these conditions provides evidence that despite the common intuition that the movement of the treadmill belt surface changes the walking requirements (e.g., ''support surface pulls the leg back'' or ''dictates the rate of hip extension'') there are no fundamental differences in the generation of propulsion between the two modes.
Although there was no significant difference in propulsion impulses between the gait modes, the braking impulse in treadmill walking was significantly lower than that in overground walking (Table 2 ). The decrease in the braking impulse corresponded to the decrease in early stance peak A/P GRF. Since the peak A/P GRF in late stance also decreased, it was expected that the propulsion impulse would similarly decrease. However, slight changes in the duration and shape of the propulsion curve offset the decrease in the peak GRF (Fig. 1) . For example, subject 8 demonstrated an earlier onset of propulsive forces during treadmill walking, while subject 4 had the same onset of propulsive forces but had an increase in the magnitude prior to peak propulsion (Fig. 1) . Subjects 3 and 6 ARTICLE IN PRESS Fig. 1 . Mean A/P GRFs (normalized by body weight) for the overground (OG) and treadmill (TM) conditions during the stance phase for each subject. demonstrated a slightly longer duration of propulsive forces following peak propulsion during treadmill walking. Since all observed differences were relatively minor, it is believed that the mechanisms generating propulsion in normal (and pathological by implication) gait are comparable during overground and treadmill walking. We believe this study demonstrates that the common intuition that the moving belt in treadmill walking leads to different propulsion requirements is incorrect. If the person walking on the treadmill does not generate the required propulsion for the belt speed, they will eventually be pushed off the back of the belt surface. Note that this will not be true in a clinical study if a person is allowed to use handrails (e.g., Harris-Love et al., 2004) or is in a harness that prevents backward translation with the treadmill belt. In each of these cases, these contacts with the environment can introduce external propulsive forces that maintain the person's position on the belt surface.
Instrumented treadmills have the potential to significantly advance clinical gait analyses because of their ability to record many consecutive gait cycles and maintain a steady-state walking pattern at carefully controlled speeds. While there are subtle differences in A/P GRF between overground and treadmill gait, there are no fundamental differences in the propulsion generated when using a treadmill. Thus, despite concerns in the clinical literature, treadmill walking can be used to investigate the generation of propulsion in healthy and clinical populations (e.g., persons with post-stroke hemiparesis).
